
 The Thorny TransPlanters 

Invention Convention



Introduction (Background information and rational)

Have you ever planted a thorny plant and got pricked?

It hurts!!!

Planting a thorny plant can be difficult and awkward without the right 
tools.

That is why I have invented the Thorny Transplanters, they are 
gloves made to help transplanting or potting cactus or thorny plants 
easier.



Research Problem and Predictions

I predict that using styrofoam may be a good way to lift cactus 
or other thorny plants to be transplanted or potted. The 
styrofoam would protect your hands from being pricked and 
would make it easier to handle the cactus without harming the 
plant or your hands. The thorns would stick into the styrofoam 
blocks and would be easy to remove after the transplanting is 
complete. 



Sketch it/Design it 



Materials
★ Gloves
★ Styrofoam blocks
★ Super glue or Gorilla Glue
★ Material (to cover styrofoam blocks to make them last longer)
★ Stapler
★ Cactus
★ Pot
★ Soil
★ Small shovel



Building and Testing Prototype 

First, I will wrap the styrofoam blocks with the material 
and secure them with staples. 

Next, I will glue the blocks to the gloves using superglue.

Lastly, once they are dried I will test them out by 
transplanting a cactus into a pot.



Results and Data Visualization



Discussion and Interpretations

My Thorny Transplanters worked as planned. They made it easy 
to pick up and transplant the cactus. Once the cactus was put 
into place the gloves made it hard to add soil around the cactus 
in the pot. I think just using the styrofoam blocks with regular 
gloves would make the rest of the process easier.



Implications and ideas for future research 
In the future I plan to make different sizes of gloves or not use gloves at 
all. The styrofoam blocks can be used alone to move a cactus and make it 
easier to transplant. The styrofoam blocks also help stabilize a plant while 
potting it and adding soil around it. This can be done while wearing any type of 
gloves and using the styrofoam blocks wrapped in material. 


